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Featured Application: The proposed integrated system investigated in this paper may provide the
basis for simultaneous sterilization and enhanced resourced recovery from organic waste streams
in future studies.

Abstract: In line with global efforts at encouraging paradigm transitions from waste disposal to
resource recovery, the anaerobic co-digestion of substrates of wet hydrolyzed meat processing
dissolved air flotation sludge and meat processing stock yard waste was investigated in the present
study. It was demonstrated that the co-digestion of these substrates leads to the introduction of
co-digestion synergizing effects. This study assessed biomethane potentials of the co-digestion of
different substrate mixtures, with the preferred substrate mixture composed of stockyard waste and
wet hydrolyzed meat processing dissolved air flotation sludge, present in a 4:1 ratio on a volatile solid
mass basis. This co-digestion substrate mix ratio presented an experimentally determined cumulative
biomethane potential of 264.13 mL/gVSadded (volatile solid). The experimentally determined
cumulative biomethane potential was greater than the predicted maximum cumulative biomethane
potential of 148.4 mL/gVSadded, anticipated from a similar substrate mixture if synergizing effects
were non-existent. The viability of integrating a downstream hydrothermal liquefaction processing of
the digestate residue from the co-digestion process, for enhanced resource recovery, was also initially
assessed. Assessments were undertaken via the theoretical based estimation of the yields of useful
products of biocrude and biochar obtainable from the hydrothermal liquefaction processing of the
digestate residue. The environmental sustainability of the proposed integrated system of anaerobic
digestion and hydrothermal liquefaction technologies was also initially assessed. The opportunity for
secondary resource recovery from the digestate, via the employment of the hydrothermal liquefaction
process and the dependence of the environmental sustainability of the integrated system on the
moisture content of the digestate, were established. It is anticipated that the results of this study will
constitute an invaluable basis for the future large-scale implementation of the proposed integrated
system for enhanced value extraction from organic waste streams.

Keywords: anaerobic co-digestion; resource recovery; synergizing effects; hydrothermal liquefaction;
meat processing industry
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1. Introduction

Previous investigations have proposed the feasibility of utilizing readily available meat processing
waste streams as sustainable biorefinery feedstocks for biochemical and biofuel production [1]. Recent
studies have demonstrated that meat processing dissolved air flotation (DAF) sludge can serve
as a cheap and sustainable biodiesel feedstock via an integrated two-step in-situ hydrolysis and
esterification pathway [2]. Crucially however, the utilization of meat processing DAF sludge as
a biodiesel feedstock will result in the generation of significant masses of wet hydrolyzed DAF sludge
(WHDS) after the biodiesel production process [3,4]. This WHDS residue was identified as constituting
a secondary waste stream that must be efficiently utilized to prevent possible secondary pollution issues.
Recognizing that the WHDS residue contains masses of useful degradable organics, the anaerobic
digestion of the WHDS residue has been proposed as a viable pathway for the efficient low-cost
utilization of this residue. This is because anaerobic digestion (AD) conversion processes are recognized
as highly effective pathways for cheap biomethane generation via an oxygen-free microbial degradation
of organics [5]. The high moisture content of WHDS, however, suggests that the technical feasibility of
utilizing WHDS as a sustainable AD feedstock may be severely inhibited, since reduced concentrations
of degradable substrates will lead to uncompetitive biomethane potentials [6,7]. A review of literature
has suggested that the application of the anaerobic co-digestion (ACD) technological pathway may
constitute a viable approach that will efficiently circumvent concerns associated with poor biomethane
generation arising from low substrate concentrations [6–8]. This is because apart from enabling
an increase in the mass of biodegradable material available for degradation, ACD may provide an
opportunity for the introduction of favorable substrate synergizing effects via the dilution of any
unwanted residual compounds that may influence nutrient availability to anaerobic microbes [6,7].
One possible unwanted chemical that may be retained in trace quantities within the WHDS substrate
is non-polar hexane that is employed during the recovery of the fatty acid products from the lab-scale
in-situ hydrolysis process [3]. There is, however, also a risk of introducing unfavorable antagonizing
effects in a co-digestion mixture. In the case of such antagonizing effects, the potential benefits of
increased substrate concentration available for biodegradation are outweighed by the negative effect
of possible toxicity of one of the substrates [9]. Evidently, the abundance of several ACD studies
in the literatures reinforces the current research interest in the co-digestion approach. Examples
of such studies include the researches by Li et al. [9], Huang et al. [10] and González et al. [11].
Li et al. [9] investigated the ACD of chicken processing waste and Miscanthus and ACD of chicken
manure and sea grass for different mix ratios by mass of 1:1, 1:3 and 3:1. They showed that the
ACD of chicken processing waste and Miscanthus presented antagonizing effects, manifested as
reduced biomethane potentials relative to the predicted biomethane potential when the substrates were
degraded in the absence of antagonizing effects. Additionally, they showed that synergizing effects
were introduced when the ACD of chicken manure and sea grass was undertaken. These synergizing
effects were manifested by enhanced biomethane potentials in all co-digestion substrate mixtures
investigated relative to the predicted biomethane potentials when the substrates were degraded in
the absence of synergizing effects. The study undertaken by Huang et al. [10] assessed biomethane
potentials from the ACD of aloe peel waste and dairy manure for different substrate mix ratios by
mass of 1:0, 3:1, 1:1, 1:3 and 0:1. They demonstrated the presence of synergizing effects, manifested as
higher biomethane potentials recorded when the substrates were co-digested, relative to the predicted
biomethane potential when the substrates were digested independently of the synergizing effects.
They also showed that the ACD of aloe peel waste and dairy manure in a substrate mix ratio by mass of
3:1 resulted in the highest biomethane potential. González et al. [11] investigated the ACD of substrate
mixtures composed of vinasse and press mud substrates in the mix ratios of 0:1, 1:0, 1:3, 3:1 and 1:1 on
a chemical oxygen demand (COD) mass basis. In the work of González et al., it was demonstrated
that the ACD of substrate mixtures composed of vinasse and press mud substrates resulted in the
introduction of synergizing effects which were also expressed as enhanced biomethane potentials.
They showed that the ACD of vinasse and press mud substrates in the substrate mass mix ratio of 3:1
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resulted in the highest biomethane potential. The present study, therefore, seeks to experimentally
investigate the preferred substrate mix ratio for the co-digestion of WHDS residue and stockyard (SY)
waste. The influence of the carbon to nitrogen (C/N) ratio of each substrate mixture on the biomethane
potential is also investigated, as previous studies have demonstrated that the preferred C/N ratio for
an improved biomethane potential are largely substrate specific and may range from 9 [12] to 30 [13]
for different AD processes. The stockyard waste employed as a co-digestion substrate is obtained from
animal holding pens and is composed of mainly livestock fecal matter, with over 15 megatons of fecal
matter estimated to be generated per year in New Zealand [14]. The SY waste also contains residual
animal food due to spills from feeding troughs, water due to spills from watering troughs, water from
periodic ‘wash-down’ operations and liquid animal secretions (urine). Therefore, the SY waste stream
was selected as a viable co-digestion substrate, as it provides a sustainable supply of useful biomass in
New Zealand due to its obvious abundance (Frances Wise, Group Environmental Manager, Alliance
Group Limited, New Zealand personal communication, 15 September 2016).

This investigation also recognizes that while the ACD of WHDS and SY waste may lead to
improvements in specific biomethane productivity, the associated increase in substrate concentrations
will lead to an upsurge in the volume of wet residual digestate generated. This upsurge in the
generation of the wet residual digestate will exacerbate existing challenges associated with the storage,
handling and management of digestate [15]. The handling of the wet residual digestate is usually
achieved via complex processing steps that emphasize digestate treatment prior to its disposal to
the environment rather than value extraction [16]. The digestate processing steps applied serve to
minimize associated health risks due to the exposure of livestock and humans to zoonotic agents that
may be retained in the digestate [17]. These zoonotic agents are responsible for infections in animals
such as foot-and-mouth disease and infections in humans such as influenza and salmonellosis [17].
The need for extensive digestate processing is also reinforced by Risberg et al. [18]. They stated that, in
addition to the presence of residual pathogens, digestate could also contain heavy metals and antibiotic
residues. This explains the varying effects (positive or negative) of the application of organic fertilizers
on the soil microbial community. Given that there is a possibility of escalating digestate handling costs
due to the increased mass of digestate residue obtainable from the application of the ACD approach,
an alternative one-step hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) digestate processing operation is proposed as
a viable intensification technology that will simplify existing digestate processing methods. Digestate
processing using the proposed one-step HTL digestate technology has the capacity of being a preferred
digestate handling pathway, because the HTL of the digestate will facilitate the sterilization of the
digestate stream while also enabling the production of useful product streams via a ‘one-step’ process.
A simplified illustration of the proposed one-step digestate processing technology compared to existing
digestate processing technologies is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows that digestate handling requires a solid-liquid phase separation stage to enable the
separation of the solid and the liquid phases [19]. Having separated the solid and the liquid phases,
a portion of the separated liquid fraction is subjected to tertiary treatment via advanced oxidation
technologies to sterilize the liquid fraction prior to its disposal in surrounding water bodies [1].
Another portion of the liquid fraction is recirculated to the AD digester to help replenish the microbial
population, thereby sustaining the anaerobic degradation process. Finally, some of the solid fractions
are stabilized via drying and composting to aid storage of the remaining solid fraction to be directly
introduced to agricultural lands [16]. On the other hand, the proposed hydrothermal liquefaction of
the digestate will incorporate a single transformation step with product separation achieved simply
by exploring the hydrophobicity of biocrude and the surface properties of biochar, such as porosity
and particle size of the product streams [20]. The introduction of the HTL technology as a viable
resource recovery strategy from biogas digestate residue will also eliminate the need for additional
hygienisation treatments of any by-product streams due to the high temperature and high pressure
operating conditions imposed during HTL processes [1]. Therefore, the present study hypothesizes
that a shift from the traditional complex and costly digestate handling method to an alternative
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methodology that employs a one-step HTL processing of the digestate, will promote the efficient
handling of the digestate with the additional benefit of enhanced resource recovery.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x 4 of 24 
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Figure 1. Proposed enhanced resource recovery step B compared to traditional digestate handling
technologies A: SY, WHDS and HTL denote stockyard, wet hydrolyzed dissolved air flotation DAF
sludge and hydrothermal liquefaction, respectively; SY: stockyard; WHDS: wet hydrolyzed DAF sludge;
HTL: hydrothermal liquefaction; DAF: dissolved air flotation sludge.

In summary, in the present study, the preferred substrate mix ratio, on a volatile solid (VS) basis,
for enhanced biomethane production from the co-digestion of the WHDS and the SY waste has been
investigated. The dependence of biomethane potential on the C/N ratio of the substrate mixtures and
an assessment of the suitability of existing kinetic models to accurately describe biomethane production
rates from the ACD of the substrates have also been investigated. Finally, the potential of employing
HTL technology for digestate sterilization and enhanced resource recovery has been assessed.

The novelty of the present study is emphasized by its exploration of the feasibility of
an unconventional integrated process incorporating anaerobic co-digestion and HTL technologies as a
pathway for enhanced value extraction from organic waste streams. The feasibility assessment has
been undertaken via a consideration of the useful products yields of biomethane, biocrude and biochar
and the energetics of the proposed integrated process.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The wet hydrolyzed DAF sludge (WHDS) was obtained via catalyzed in-situ hydrolysis, according
to the methods described by Okoro et al. [3,21]. The SY waste sample was obtained from animal
enclosures of a major large-scale meat processing plant in New Zealand. Anaerobically digested
sludge from an up-flow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactor, operating under mesophilic
temperature condition, was obtained from a municipal sewage treatment plant (Green Island, Dunedin,
New Zealand) and utilized as the inoculum. The WHDS and acquired SY waste samples were sealed
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in airtight containers and preserved in a fridge at 4 ◦C. The air in the vessel containing the freshly
collected inoculum sample was initially purged with nitrogen gas to displace any oxygen present;
then, the inoculum sample was degassed for four days to deplete any residual biodegradable organic
material present in the inoculum prior to initiating anaerobic digestion experiments.

2.2. Analytical Methods

The bio-degradabilities of different substrate mixtures were assessed in batch reactors due to
its simplicity, popularity and short residence time of batch-wise reactors [22]. The substrates were
introduced into the reactor at the beginning of the AD reaction cycle together with buffer solutions
(described in the experimental design section below) to minimize disturbances associated with sudden
pH changes, with the performance of the AD process assessed by measuring the biomethane potential.
The total solid content, volatile content and ash content of the inoculum, WHDS and SY waste samples
were measured according to the standard methods of the ASTM (American Society for Testing and
Materials) E1756-08 [23], ASTM D3175-11 [24] and ASTM D 2017-98 [25], respectively. The fixed
carbon content in mass fraction on a dry basis, of each sample, was determined by subtracting
the sum of the mass fractions of the ash and volatile contents from unity. The elemental analysis
(carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and sulphur contents) of each sample was undertaken using a Carlo-Erba
EA1108 elemental analyzer (FISONS, Milan, Italy). The elemental oxygen (O) content (fraction) was
determined by subtracting the ash, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and sulphur contents (fractions) from
the value of unity. The pH of each sample was measured using a Hanna precision pH meter, model
209 (Woonsocket, RI, USA). The specific gravity of each sample was also measured according to the
ASTM D70-03 standard method [26]. The measured characteristics of WHDS, SY waste and inoculum
utilized are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Characterization of the WHDS (wet hydrolyzed DAF sludge), SY (stockyard) waste
and inoculum.

Parameters Inoculum WHDS SY

Total solids (%w/w, wet feedstock) 2.33 (0.07) 7.35 (0.65) 16.73 (0.01)
Volatile solids (%w/w TS 1) 41.89 (1.64) 24.86 (0.42) 42.45 (0.94)

Fixed carbon (%w/w TS) 23.21 (1.94) 49.57 (0.64) 23.68 (1.16)
VS 2 to TS mass ratio 0.42 (0.02) 0.25 (0.03) 0.42 (0.02)

Ash (%w/w TS) 34.90 (0.07) 25.57 (0.48) 33.87 (0.68)
Carbon content (%w/w TS) 29.66 (0.14) 42.88 (0.13) 33.37 (0.29)

Nitrogen content (%w/w TS) 3.61 (0.05) 2.49 (0.07) 2.40 (0.02)
Sulphur content (%w/w TS) 0.795 (0.03) 2.40 (0.06) 0.30 (0.00)

Hydrogen content (%w/w TS) 4.87 (0.07) 5.91 (0.07) 4.73 (0.02)
Oxygen content (%w/w TS) 26.18 (0.16) 20.76 (0.51) 25.33 (0.68)

Carbon to nitrogen mass ratio 8.23 (0.11) 17.22 (0.48) 13.90 (0.167)
pH value 7.46 (0.01) 8.09 (0.00) 7.56 (0.00)

Specific gravity at 20 ◦C 0.97 (0.01) 0.96 (0.01) 1.07 (0.05)
Empirical formula (ash free db 3) C100H196N10O66S C48H79N2O17S C297H504N18O169S

1 TS represents total solids, 2 VS represents volatile solids, standard errors are shown in parentheses based on
duplicate measurements and 3 db represents dry weight basis.

2.3. Experimental Design

The batch-wise anaerobic digestion of the substrate mixtures was undertaken in a 500 mL
bioreactor (conical flask, Schott Duran, Germany) such that a working volume of 400 mL was
maintained. Biomethane potential was measured using a eudiometer with each bioreactor subjected
to a constant mesophilic temperature of 37.0 ± 0.1 ◦C using a general purpose stirred thermostatic
water bath (GD100, Cambridgeshire, UK). Substrate mixtures characterized by mass ratios of the
volatile solids of WHDS (VSWHDS) to the volatile solids of SY (VSSY) of 1:0, 4:1, 3:2, 2:3, 1:4 and
0:1 were degraded anaerobically to determine which VS mass ratio will best promote enhanced
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biomethane generation. The substrate–inoculum mixture was prepared such that a volatile solid mass
ratio of inoculum to a substrate (ISR) of 2 was maintained. This ISR ratio will eliminate possible
biomass limiting kinetics in the system via the prevention of excessive acidification of the substrate
media [27,28]. The mass characteristics of the co-digestion mixtures are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The mass characteristics of the different co-digestion substrate mixtures investigated.

(VSWHDS/VSSY) 1:0 4:1 3:2 2:3 1:4 0:1

Bioreactor Designation WHDS Only Mix-1 Mix-2 Mix-3 Mix-4 SY Only
Parameter

WHDS (g wet basis) 54.728 43.783 32.837 21.891 10.946 0.000
SY (g wet basis) 0.000 2.816 5.632 8.448 11.263 14.081

Total carbon (g dry basis) 1.725 1.537 1.349 1.161 0.974 0.786
Total nitrogen (g dry basis) 0.100 0.091 0.083 0.074 0.065 0.056

carbon to nitrogen (C/N) ratio 17.250 16.890 16.253 15.689 14.985 14.036

The buffer system provided in each bioreactor was a solution composed of 350 mg/L of
anhydrous di-potassium hydrogen orthophosphate (K2HPO4), 250 mg/L of potassium dihydrogen
orthophosphate (KH2PO4) and 5000 mg/L of sodium hydrogen carbonate (NaHCO3) [29]. No external
nutrient sources (trace metals) were introduced to the bioreactor mix, since nutrient requirements for
microbes can be sufficiently provided internally in substrates mixtures composed of organic fractions
of animal excreta, municipal or sewage solid wastes [30,31]. Prior to initializing the experiment,
each bioreactor was purged with nitrogen gas to displace atmospheric oxygen so that anaerobic
digestion was encouraged. An illustration of the experimental setup discussed is presented in Figure 2.
During the AD process, the volume of biomethane produced was measured using a eudiometer unit
as shown in Figure 2.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x 7 of 24 
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Figure 2. Labeled schematic representation of the experimental set-up for assessing the co-digestion of
substrate mixtures of VSWHDS to VSSY mass ratios of 1:0, 4:1, 3:2, 2:3, 1:4 and 0:1.

The AD biogas generated was purified for biomethane volume measurement by stripping it of
(mainly CO2) impurities via bubbling of the biogas using a 3 N barrier solution of sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) [32]. The volumetric displacement of the barrier solution of NaOH in a connecting reservoir
was subsequently utilized in measuring the daily biomethane potential, for 20 days, according to
ISO/DIS 14853 standard methods [33]. This approach constitutes the standard methodology utilized
in bench-scale laboratory biomethane volumetric determinations [32–34]. Agitation of the bioreactors
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was undertaken twice daily to enable uniform availability of useful substrates to microbes and thus
provide further growth impetus for aceticlastic methanogens present in the substrates.

The pressure of 760 mmHg was maintained by ensuring that the connecting reservoir tank was
open to the atmosphere with daily measured biomethane gas volumes normalized to the standard
temperature condition of 273.15 K using the ideal gas law. Pressure compensation (to ≈760 mmHg)
was achieved by ensuring that barrier liquid level in the eudiometer was returned to the liquid level in
the reservoir after daily biomethane potentials were recorded. Although negligible contributions to
the biomethane potentials were anticipated from the degradation of residual biomass present with the
inoculum (after the degassing operation), a control bioreactor containing only the inoculum was also
subjected to a similar anaerobic degradation process. The reported biomethane potentials from the
different bioreactors were subsequently corrected using the biomethane potentials obtained from the
control bioreactor containing only the inoculum. Finally, to facilitate a low-cost and efficient estimation
of the percentage biomethane content (volumetric basis) of the total volume of biogas generated from
the co-digestion substrates, each bioreactor was equipped with a similar gas measurement setup as
described above, with the only modification being the barrier solution utilized. The NaOH liquid
barrier was replaced with an acidified (pH of 2)-saturated NaCl solution as the barrier solution to
enable the determination of the total biogas volume as utilized in a previous study [35]. This is
because the acidified-saturated NaCl solution will prevent the dissolution of the major components
of the biogas of CO2 and CH4 such that the volume of biogas, in terms of its major components,
can be measured [35,36]. Experiments for determining biomethane potential and biogas potential for
each substrate mixture were undertaken simultaneously with biogas volumes recorded on days with
associated biomethane yields. The percentage biomethane content (volumetric content basis) of biogas
was subsequently calculated.

Possible synergizing and antagonistic effects that may arise from the application of the ACD
pathway were investigated by assessing the characteristic co-digestion performance index (CPI) of
each substrate mixture [37]. Generally, if the CPI is greater than 1, the presence of synergizing effects is
demonstrated; if the CPI is less than 1, the presence of antagonizing effects is established. However,
if a CPI value is equal to 1, it suggests that the ACD process occurs independently of synergizing and
antagonistic effects [38]. The CPI for each substrate mixture can therefore be calculated as follows [38]:

CPI =
BMPexp

BMPcal
(1)

where BMPexp represents the experimentally measured biomethane potential of each substrate mixture
in mL/gVSadded; BMPcal represents the biomethane potential determined for each substrate mixture in
mL/gVSadded as follows [38]:

BMPcal = xWHDS(BMPWHDS) + xSY(BMPSY) (2)

where xWHDS represents the mass fraction of WHDS in the co-digestion substrate mixture on a VS
mass basis, BMPWHDS represents the experimentally determined biomethane potential due to the
degradation of only WHDS in mL/gVSadded, xSY represents the mass fraction of the SY biomass in the
co-digestion substrate mixture on a VS basis and BMPSY represents the biomethane potential due to
the degradation of only SY in mL/gVSadded.

Changes in the pH of the different substrate mixtures were also monitored via the assessment
of the pH value of carefully recovered aliquots of the digestate. The recovery of the aliquots of
the digestate was undertaken every two days, using a Pasteur pipette as an improvised probe
sampler to minimize disruptions in the degradation process due to unwanted exposure of the
anaerobic microbes to atmospheric oxygen. Changes in the pH of the different digestate samples
were subsequently determined using a Hanna precision pH meter, model 209. For most of the
bioreactors, daily biomethane generation ceased after 12 days, with cumulative biomethane production
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attaining asymptotic values for hydraulic retention times (HRTs) greater than 12 days. However,
all bioreactors were evaluated for a HRT of 20 days, since 20 days represents the traditional digestion
time that characterizes conventional anaerobic digestion plants in batch-wise operations under
mesophilic temperature conditions [39,40]. All anaerobic digestion experiments for biomethane
potential measurement were conducted in duplicate with the average values reported. The biomethane
potential measured and the associated standard errors are available in Table S1, and are presented in
Section S1 of the supplementary document.

2.4. Kinetic Assessments

The kinetics of biomethane production, as an invaluable tool to enhance the understanding of
the AD process were investigated using three major models of modified gompertz model [41], cone
model [42] and exponential (first order) model [9]. These models are able to elucidate the dynamics
of biomethane production during AD processes [43]. The cone model and the exponential model
adequately describe the kinetics of biomethane production based on the solubilisation (hydrolysis) rate
constant. However, if biomethane production is characterized by a more traditional bacterial growth
curve with a sigmoidal profile, the modified gompertz model is considered appropriate [9,41,42].
The selection of the correct kinetic model for reliable biomethane potential prediction is not a trivial
enterprise, as the precision of the models differs with the operating conditions imposed during the AD
process and the nature of substrate digested [43].

The modified gompertz model, cone model and exponential (first order) model are presented in
Equation (3) [41], Equation (4) [42] and Equation (5) [9], respectively, as follows:

Bt = Bmax × exp
(
− exp

[
2.7183× Rm

Bmax
(λ− t) + 1

])
(3)

Bt =
Bmax

1 + (kt)−n (4)

Bt = Bmax

(
1− e(−k(t−λ))

)
(5)

In Equations (3)–(5), Bt is the cumulative biomethane potential in mL/gVSadded at time t in days,
Bmax is the maximum possible cumulative biomethane potential produced after an infinite number
of days in mL/gVSadded, k is the biomethane production rate constant in d−1, Rm is the maximum
biomethane production rate in mL/g-VSadded-d and λ and n represent the initial delay period in the
degradation process in days and the shape factor, respectively, and are both dimensionless parameters.

The kinetic model parameters were determined using the nonlinear least squares regression tool
in Matlab computing package (Version R2015a, the Math Works Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The suitability
of the three alternative models listed above in predicting the biomethane potential was statistically
assessed via a combined comparison of the root mean square errors (RMSE) and the coefficient
of determination values (R2) of the different biomethane production kinetic models. Generally,
the preferred model presents the lowest value of RMSE and highest value of R2. The relation for the
root means square errors (RMSE) is expressed as follows:

RMSE =

(
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(Pi −Yi)
2)1/2

(6)

where n is the number of data pairs, Pi is the biomethane potential predicted by the models in
mL/gVSadded on the ith day and Yi is the measured biomethane potential in mL/gVSadded on the
ith day.
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2.5. Preliminary Assessment of the Alternative One-Step Digestate Processing Approach

To initially assess the viability of the one-step HTL digestate processing pathway proposed,
the yields of the possible products were predicted and assessed. This is because the theoretical product
yields from the HTL processing of the digestate can be estimated if the digestate’s carbohydrate, lipid,
proteins and ash content are known [44,45]. The digestate residue investigated as a feedstock for
the HTL was obtained from the ACD bioreactor that presented the highest biomethane potential.
The yields of the products, namely biocrude, insoluble solid residue (also called biochar), soluble solids
dissolved in the post-HTL water and the gas phase products, obtained after the HTL processing of
the wet digestate, were estimated using predictive models [44–46]. According to the recent work of
Sheng et al. [46], the optimal yield of the biocrude product (ybio) on a dry basis (wt.%, percentage of kg
product/kg of dry digestate) can be estimated as follows:

ybio = 0.9Xl + 0.385Xp + 0.025Xc + 0.052
[

Xl Xp

|Xl−Xp|

]
+ 0.093

[
Xl Xc
|Xl−Xc |

]
+0.003

[
XpXc

|Xp−Xc|

] (7)

where Xl, Xp and Xc represent the lipid, protein and carbohydrate mass content, in wt.%,
in feedstock, respectively.

The optimal yield on a dry basis (wt.%, percentage of kg product/kg of dry digestate) of other
useful products, such as the yield of soluble solids(yss) and the yield of the gaseous products (yg), were
estimated by applying the additive models proposed by Li et al. [45] as follows:

yss = 0.24Xp + 0.86Xa (8)

yg = 0.07Xp + 0.46Xc (9)

In the two equations, Xp, Xc and Xa represents the protein, carbohydrate and ash content in wt.%,
in the digestate on a dry basis, respectively. The theoretical yield of the biochar product (ychar) was
estimated by mass balance as follows:

ychar = 100%−
(
yg + yaq + ybio

)
(10)

The theoretical model equations of Equations (8)–(10) were determined for the HTL process
occurring at a reaction temperature and reaction time of 300 ◦C and 30 min [45], respectively. In the
present study the reactor pressure has been specified as 13.5 MPa, since HTL processes typically occur
at pressures conditions ranging from 5–20 MPa.

To characterize the digestate residue, the ash content, specific gravity and elemental content
were measured using the methods highlighted in Section 2.2 above. The residual lipid content,
was determined gravimetrically [47] using a BST/SXM-1 after Soxhlet extraction unit (FOSS Ind.,
Denmark). The protein content was determined according to the AOCS (American Oil Chemists’
Society) official method Ba4e-93 [48]. The total carbohydrate content was determined by subtracting the
fractional ash content, crude fat content and protein content from the value of unity [49]. To further test
the viability of introducing a HTL processing step for enhanced resource recovery, the environmental
performance of an integrated system of HTL and ACD technologies was initially assessed. In this
study, the environmental performance of the integrated system was analyzed using the net energy ratio
(NER), because NER is widely regarded as a surrogate measure of renewability, and thus, is considered
a sufficient metric in most initial sustainability assessments [50]. Generally speaking, if the NER ratio
is greater than one, the NER of the overall system presents a favorable energetic performance and is
environmentally sustainable [50,51]. This is because a NER ratio that is greater than one constitutes
the minimum requirement necessary to indicate if a given system results in reduced dependency on
fossil energy [51]. It is also important to note that different energy carriers (i.e., electrical and thermal)
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will have different qualities (i.e., useful work obtainable reflective of the 2nd law of thermodynamics),
and thus, must be converted to equivalent energetic forms prior to employing the proposed NER
methodology. Therefore, the values of the heat (thermal) energy required for maintaining the ACD
process and the HTL process at 37 ◦C and 300 ◦C, respectively, were converted to their chemical energy
forms. The electrical energy required to pressurize the digestate to 13.5 MPa within the HTL reactor
was also converted to its chemical energy equivalent [52]. Therefore, the environmental performance
of the integrated HTL and ACD processes, in terms of the NER metric, was determined by calculating
the NER of the process as follows:

NER =

N
∑
j

HHVj × Pj EE
ηH−E

+

n
∑
i

EH− f ,i

ηC−H

 (11)

where HHVj represents the higher heating value of the jth energy dense product of biogas (HHVm)
and biocrude (HHVb), Pj represents the production capacity of the biogas and biocrude in kg/h, EH-f,i
represents input heat energy in kJ/h for the ith unit operation, from fossil based sources, EE represents
the electrical energy consumed by a high pressure pump, ηC-H represents the thermal efficiency of
energy conversion from fuel to heat using boilers and ηH-E represent the thermal efficiency of energy
conversion from fuel to electrical energy. N and n represent the number of energy dense product
streams and the number of heat energy demanding unit operations, respectively. In this study, ηC-H
and ηH-E were specified as 0.9 and 0.472 [52–54].

In this study it was recognized that the moisture content of the digestate will be largely influenced
by the mass of the buffer solutions introduced to the ACD mixture, with a small (large) mass of
the buffer solution leading to a small (large) overall moisture content of the digestate. Moreover,
the dependence of the environmental performance (NER) of the integrated system on the moisture
content of the digestate residue was assessed. In addition, it was assumed that the compositions of the
ACD substrate mixture and the digestate were uniform, and the integrated system was operating at
steady-state. Considering Equation (11), it was necessary to determine the HHVs of the energy dense
biocrude and energy dense biogas products generated from the integrated system. Therefore, the HHV
of the biocrude product (HHVb) in MJ/kg was estimated as follows [45]:

HHVb = 30.74− 8.52AOSc + 0.024Xp (12)

where Xp is the mass percentage protein content of digestate on a dry basis and AOSc denotes the
average oxidation state of feedstock-carbon which is calculated as follows [45]:

AOSc =
3Nmol% + 2Omol%− Hmol%

Cmol%
(13)

where Cmol%, Hmol%, Nmol% and Omol% represent the percentage molar contents of corresponding
elements in digestate. The HHV of the biogas product (HHVm) in MJ/kg was estimated based on the
experimentally determined mass fractions of the biomethane and carbon dioxide components, and
methane HHV of 55 MJ/kg [55]. Due to the large range of the temperature change (from 298.15 K to
573.15 K) imposed during the HTL process, a change in the specific heat capacity of the digestate was
anticipated during the HTL process. Therefore, the heat energy required for the HTL process (EH-HTL)
in kJ, at 300 ◦C (573.15 K) was calculated as follows [56,57]:

EH−HTL = md

[
w
∫ T

298.15
cwdT + (1− w)

∫ T

298.15
cddT

]
(14)
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where the specific heat capacity of the water present in the digestate, cw, in kJ/kg·C is given by [58]:

cw = 5× 10−7T3 − 0.00061T2 + 2388T − 27.071 (15)

and the specific heat capacity of dry digestate, cd, in kJ/kg·K is estimated as follows [59]:

cd = −0.0000038T2 + 0.00598T − 0.79528 (16)

In Equation (14), the mass of the digestate, md in kg is determined from mass balance as follows:

md =
(

mr −mbiogas

)
(17)

where
mbiogas =

mSBmρb
xm

(18)

The additional heat energy required to maintain the ACD bioreactor at 37 ◦C is as follows [60]:

EACD = mS × cps × ∆T × 1.3 (19)

In Equations (14)–(19), w represents the fractional moisture content of the digestate feedstock,
T represents the HTL reaction temperature, in K, Bm is the measured experimental biomethane potential
in m3 per kg, ρb is the density of biogas in kg/m3, mbiogas denotes the mass of biogas in kg, xm is the
volumetric fraction of biomethane in the biogas determined experimentally, ms is the mass of the
substrate mixture in kg, cps is the specific heat capacity of the substrate mixture in kJ/kg·K, ∆T denotes
the temperature difference between the temperature of the feed substrate (ambient temperature,
298.15 K) and the target substrate temperature (mesophilic temperature, 310.15 K) and the constant
number 1.3 is the factor used to account for the heat losses from the digester. According to previous
studies, the specific heat capacity of the digestate mixture can be assumed to be constant and is
approximately equal to the specific heat capacity of water of 4.184 KJ/kg·K [61–63].

The electrical energy (EE) required by the high pressure pump necessary to pressurize the digestate
from the atmospheric pressure of 0.1 MPa to a high pressure of 13.5 MPa in the HTL reactor is calculated
as follows [64]:

EE =
md∆P

ρdη
(20)

where ∆P represents the pressure increase achieved using the high pressure pump in kPa, η represents
the pump efficiency and was assumed to be 0.3, since previous studies showed that the average
pumping efficiency in large process plants can be less than 0.4 [65,66] and ρb is the average density of
digestate in kg/m3.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Anaerobic Digestion Experiments

The values of the ratio of VSWHDS to VSSY of the different substrate mixtures are listed in
Table 3, where the cumulative biomethane potentials obtained after 20 days are also listed. The daily
biomethane potential in mL/gVSadded and cumulative biomethane potential in mL/gVSadded from
the anaerobic degradation of the different substrate mixtures of Mix-1 to Mix-4, for WHDSonly and
SYonly, are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
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Table 3. Biomethane potential and biomethane contents of biogas generated from the degradation of
the different substrate mixtures.

VSWHDS: VSSY Designation Biomethane Potential (mL/gVSadded) 1 Biomethane Content (vol.%) 1

1:0 WHDS only 65.43 56.5
4:1 Mix-1 148.58 58.8
3:2 Mix-2 179.03 61.1
2:3 Mix-3 170.53 61.9
1:4 Mix-4 264.13 61.2
0:1 SY only 169.64 61.5

1 Mean value.
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Figure 3. Daily biomethane potential from the different co-substrate mixtures investigated. The mass
ratios of the volatile solids of WHDS to the volatile solids of SY for the different substrate mixtures are
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Figure 4. The variation of cumulative biomethane potential with time from the different substrate
mixtures. The mass ratios of the volatile solids of WHDS to the volatile solids of SY for the different
substrate mixtures are listed in Table 3.

The daily biomethane potential curves presented in Figure 3 show that initially, a rapid anaerobic
degradation occurred for most of the substrate mixtures, with a high daily biomethane production
occurring within one day of the experiments. This observation may be explained by acknowledging
that the microbial population (the inoculum) was harvested from an environment similar to the
environment in which the AD process was undertaken in this study. This led to shorter adaptation
times. Some of these environmental similarities are in terms of the substrate concentrations,
temperature and pH conditions. Furthermore, the displacement of oxygen gas in the bioreactor
headspace using nitrogen gas, minimized unwanted oxygen-related inhibitions, thus further reducing
the microbial adaptation time.
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The values of the biomethane potential of the different co-digestion substrate mix ratios (BMP) are
listed in Table 3. The cumulative biomethane potential curves are subsequently presented in Figure 4.
Table 3 and Figure 4 show that the substrates designated as Mix-4 and WHDS only were characterized
with the highest biomethane potential of 264.13 mL/gVSadded and the lowest biomethane potential
of 65.43 mL/gVSadded, respectively. The poor cumulative biomethane potential generated from the
degradation of the WHDS only substrate may be a reflection of the presence of some residual reagents,
such as non-polar hexane used in fatty acid recovery from the WHDS [3] that may be toxic to the
microbial population present. The results also suggest that the VSWHDS to VSSY mass mixing ratio of
1:4 (wet mass mix ratio of SY to WHDS of 1.029:1), with a moisture content of the substrate mixture
being 7.26 times the mass of dry solids, provided the best balance of nutrients for enhanced biodiversity
and microbial activity for the anaerobic degradation process.

The results presented in Table 3 and Figure 4 show that the introduction of the SY waste as
a co-digestion substrate may serve to improve the biomethane content of the biogas generated from
the degradation of the WHDS only substrate by diluting any residual toxic chemical present. Slight
variations in the biomethane content were measured for all other substrate mixes investigated, with the
biomethane content of the biogas generated kept approximately close to 61 vol.% and carbon dioxide
as a residual biogas component. Crucially the mean density of the biogas product of the different
ACD system of the present study is estimated to be ≈1.2 kg/m3 under standard conditions and is
comparable to the biogas density reported in the literature [67].

The pH value profiles for the AD processes are presented in Figure 5. The pH values measured and
the associated standard errors are available in Table S2 and presented in Section S1 of the supplementary
document. Figure 5 shows that the substrate pH was relatively stable, since the overall difference in
pH (from the start of the experiment to the end of the experiment) was less than 1 in all bioreactors.
This observation suggests the presence of a high buffering capacity in all bioreactors. This may be
explained by acknowledging the combined effects of the introduced buffer solutions at the start of the
ACD process and the additional buffer capacity that characterizes most co-digestion systems, which
was observed by Lima et al. [68]. The possible generation of carbonates, such as NaHCO3, in the
substrate mixture during the anaerobic digestion process, may also have contributed to enhancing the
buffer capacity of the ACD process [69].Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x 14 of 24 
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Figure 5. Analyzing the pH changes during the anaerobic degradation process. The mass ratios of the
volatile solids of WHDS to the volatile solids of SY for the different substrate mixtures are listed in
Table 3.

It is observed that the sharpest pH drop of 8.3 to 7.73 occurs during the degradation of the
substrate of WHDS only. This may be due to a higher concentration of the intermediate acids produced
from the acidogenesis phase in the degradation of the WHDS only substrate. The reduction in pH
(8.3 to 7.73) may be due to the inhibitory effect of a high C/N (17.25) ratio on the methanogenesis phase
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of the AD process, and thus, may further explain the low biomethane potential (65.43 mL/VSadded)
observed from the degradation of the WHDS only substrate.

Figure 6 shows that the ACD of WHDS and SY waste substrates will always lead to the
introduction of synergizing effects in all the mix ratios considered. This is because the CPIs
(Equation (1)), of all ACD substrate mixtures considered were greater than 1, with the best mix
ratio (VSWHDS to VSSY of 4:1) presenting a CPI of 1.78.
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Figure 6. A comparative assessment of the calculated and the experimentally determined biomethane
potentials. The mass ratios of the volatile solids of WHDS to the volatile solids of SY for the different
substrate mixtures are listed in Table 3.

Figure 7 shows the influence of the carbon to nitrogen (C/N) ratio on the cumulative biomethane
potential. The experimental results suggest that for WHDS and SY waste substrate mixtures, a C/N
ratio of 14.99 was the most appropriate for enhanced biomethane generation. Therefore, the results
suggest that for C/N ratios << 15, there will be an insufficient supply of carbon for digestion by the
microbes, leading to suppressed growth of the methanogens [70]. Additionally, lower C/N ratios will
result in excessive nitrogen content, thus increasing the risk of ammonia (NH3) generation, a situation
that is considered inhibitory to the AD process [1,70]. On the other hand, excessively high C/N
ratios (>> than 15) in WHDS and SY co-digestion substrate mixtures will result in an increased risk
of substrate acidification, a situation that is also inhibitive to the methanogenesis phase of the AD
process [71].Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x 15 of 24 
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Figure 7. Analyzing the effect of C/N ratio on biomethane yield.

The parameters for the biomethane potential kinetic models, Equations (3)–(5), were fitted and
presented in Table 4, together with the associated values of the root mean square error (RMSE) and the
coefficient of determination (R2) values.
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Table 4. Values of the parameters of the biomethane kinetic models (Equations (3)–(5)).

Substrate
Exponential (First Order) Model Cone Model Modified Gompertz Model

Bmax k λ RMSE R2 Bmax k n RMSE R2 Bmax Rm λ RMSE R2

WHDS
only 67.1 0.248 0.132 2.747 0.982 70.94 0.324 1.535 2.784 0.982 65.1 10.35 0.0 3.33 0.974

Mix-1 148.3 0.448 0.0 2.017 0.997 153.5 0.648 1.530 2.791 0.995 146.6 42.13 0.0 4.96 0.984
Mix-2 176.2 0.377 0.0 4.100 0.993 190.7 0.532 1.227 3.568 0.995 173.0 42.50 0.0 8.23 0.967
Mix-3 166.1 0.355 0.0 8.508 0.962 206.0 0.417 0.798 5.417 0.985 162.6 37.77 0.0 12.99 0.912
Mix-4 273.0 0.207 0.0 10.03 0.983 341.5 0.215 0.990 10.88 0.981 262.7 36.20 0.0 14.72 0.962

SY only 172.7 0.258 0.0 5.967 0.985 202.9 0.311 1.046 6.613 0.980 168.2 27.99 0.0 9.47 0.962

Bmax is the maximum possible cumulative biomethane potential produced after an infinite number of days, in
mL/gVSadded, k is the biomethane production rate constant in d−1, λ and n represent the initial delay period in the
degradation process in days and the shape factor respectively, RMSE represents the root mean square errors and R2

represents the coefficient of determination.

In Table 4, the values of the parameters have been determined for a 95% statistical confidence
level. From Table 4, it can be seen that the exponential model best describes the kinetics of cumulative
biomethane production during the degradation of WHDS only, Mix-1, Mix-4 and SY only substrates.
This is because the exponential model presents the lowest RMSE of 2.747, 2.017, 10.03 and 5.967 for
predicting the cumulative biomethane yield from the degradation of substrates of WHDS only, Mix-1,
Mix-4 and SY only, respectively. The cone model is seen to be sufficient in describing the cumulative
biomethane potential from the degradation of Mix-2 and Mix-3 substrates. This is because the cone
model presents the lowest RMSE of 3.568 and 5.417 for predicting cumulative biomethane yield from
the degradation of Mix-2 and Mix-3, respectively. The sufficiency of the exponential model and the
cone model in WHDS only, Mix-1, Mix-2, Mix-3, Mix-4 and SY only is indicative of the dominance of
the rate biomass hydrolysis or solubilization in dictating the kinetics of biomethane generation.

The graphical illustration of the model fitted for the different biomethane yields is shown in
Figure 8. The modified gompertz model was the least reliable biomethane kinetic model for all
substrate mixtures considered, since the predicted cumulative biomethane production did not follow
a sigmoid growth curve pattern as shown in Figure 8, with rapid biomethane generation recorded in
the first day of degradation. The observed trend was largely due to the absence of a sufficiently long
‘lag’ phase, which characterizes typical sigmoid patterns, during the degradation of substrate mixtures.
Additionally, the results suggest that the synergizing effects observed in Mix-3 and Mix-1 as illustrated
by the high CPI value (>1) may have led to an enhanced substrate solubilization rate, thus promoting
rapid bioavailability of degradable organic matter. This is because the increase in the CPI determined
for Mix-3 (CPI = 1.33) and Mix-1 (CPI = 1.72) mirrored the increase in the substrate solubilization rate
constants (constants k in Equations (3) and (4)) calculated to be 0.417 d−1 and 0.448 d−1 for Mix-3 and
Mix-1 substrate mixtures, respectively. Moreover, further investigation of the substrate solubilization
rates (constants k in Equations (3) and (4)) showed that for Mix-4, the low solubilization rate highlighted
by the lower value of constant k of 0.207 d−1 did not necessarily result in poor biomethane yields
as illustrated by its highest cumulative biomethane yield (264.13 mL/gVSadded). Additionally, the
substrate Mix-4 presented the highest synergizing effect as illustrated by the highest CPI value of 1.78.
This observation is consistent with previous studies that showed that the biomethane yield was not
solely dependent on the solubilization rate, since high (low) solubilization rates did not always lead to
high (low) biomethane yields [43]. While the solubilization (hydrolysis) rate enhanced the AD process
and was therefore important, it did not constitute the only factor governing biomethane productivity.
In addition to the solubilization rate, the importance of other factors, such as pH, microbial nutrient
availability and the microbial population present, were also reinforced when the biomethane kinetic
parameters describing biomethane yield from Mix-2 was assessed. It was observed that, although the
ACD Mix-2 substrate exhibited the highest rate of substrate solubilization of 0.532 d−1 (constants k in
Equations (3) and (4)), this high solubilization rate did not translate to the highest CPI (1.67) or the
highest biomethane yield (179 mL/gVSadded).
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Figure 8. Fitted kinetic model curves for cumulative biomethane potentials from the anaerobic digestion of different substrates; (A): Variation of biomethane potentials
of the degradation of the substrate of WHDS (wet hydrolyzed DAF sludge) only with time; (B): Variation of biomethane potentials of the degradation of the substrate
of Mix-1 with time; (C): Variation of biomethane potentials of the degradation of the substrate of Mix-2 with time; (D): Variation of biomethane potentials of the
degradation of the substrate of Mix-3 with time; (E): Variation of biomethane potentials of the degradation of the substrate of Mix-4 with time; (F): Variation of
biomethane potentials of the degradation of the substrate of stockyard (SY) only with time.
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3.2. Productivity and Energetic Assessment of the Integrated System of HTL and ACD Subsystems

The digestate residue was characterized and the measured values are presented in Table 5. Table 5
shows that the measured average percentage contents of elemental carbon (C), hydrogen (H), nitrogen
(N), oxygen (O) and ash content on a dry basis (percentage of kg-element/kg of dry digestate) present
in the digestate from the ACD process were 28.64 wt.%, 4.45 wt.%, 2.8 wt.%, 24.6 wt.% and 39.53 wt.%,
respectively, with sulphur (S) content being negligible. Additionally, Table 5 shows that the average
percentage contents of carbohydrate, crude protein and lipid present in the digestate, on a dry basis
(percentage of kg-carbohydrate or protein or lipid/kg of dry digestate) were 41.4 wt.%, 17.5 wt.%
and 1.6 wt.%, respectively. The mean specific gravity and mean pH value of the digestate were also
determined to be 1.02 and 8.23, respectively.

Table 5. Characteristics of digestate residue.

Biogas Digestate Value

Lipid content 1 (wt.%) 1.60 (0.2)
Protein content 1 (wt.%) 17.50 (0.09)

Ash content 1 (wt.%) 39.53 (0.39)
Carbohydrate content 1 (wt.%) 41.40 (0.44)

Carbon content 1 (wt.%) 28.64 (0.10)
Nitrogen content 1 (wt.%) 2.80 (0.02)
Sulphur content 1 (wt.%) Trace

Hydrogen content 1 (wt.%) 4.45 (0.07)
Oxygen content 1 (wt.%) 24.60 (0.40)

pH value of wet digestate 8.32 (0.32)
Bulk specific gravity at 20 ◦C 1.02 (0.02)

Standard errors are shown in parentheses based on duplicate measurements; 1 measured on a dry digestate basis.

An assessment of elemental carbon mass flow in the substrate mixture of Mix-4, into the ACD
process, compared to the sum of the mass of the elemental carbon in the biogas stream and the mass
of the elemental carbon in dried digestate has been undertaken. The mass of elemental carbon fed to
the anaerobic system in Mix 4 is shown to be comparable to the total mass of elemental carbon of the
product streams of biogas and digestate with a relative error of 0.08. The methods employed in the
mass balance calculation are presented in detail in Section S2 of the supplementary document. This
establishes the accuracy of the methods employed above. Possible reasons for the difference between
the mass of elemental carbon fed to the anaerobic system and that in the combined biogas stream and
dried digestate stream are also discussed in Section S2 of the supplementary document.

The high percentage of carbohydrate content, 41.4 wt.%, of the digestate is not unexpected,
as carbohydrate typically constitutes the major organic component present in the biogas digestate.
Previous work showed that the carbohydrate content of AD digestate residue was as high as
54 wt.% [72]. The measured carbohydrate content suggests the presence of hemi-cellulosic and
cellulosic carbohydrate forms in the AD digestate residue, since these carbohydrate forms are
characterized by their poor solubilization rates and their degradation difficulties [73]. The average
crude protein content of 17.5 wt.% and the average lipid content of 1.6 wt.% were comparable to the
average crude protein content and average lipid content of anaerobic digestate from a waste water
treatment plant, as reported in a previous study, as approximately 15 wt.% and 1 wt.%, respectively [72].
The high average ash content (39.53%) of the digestate may be explained to be due to the high ash
content of the original substrates anaerobically digested. Differences in the organic composition of the
digestate obtained in this study and other digestates reported in the literature may be due to disparate
compositions of the original AD substrates.

Employing Equations (7)–(10) above, the yields of the biocrude, gas product, biochar and soluble
solids present in the post-hydrothermal liquefaction (post-HTL) water were estimated from the
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measured physicochemical properties of the digestate. The estimated yields of the HTL product
fractions are presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Theoretically determined yield of the major HTL products from the digestate feedstock:
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Figure 9 shows that a low biocrude yield of 9.55 wt.% (percentage of kg-biocrude/kg-dry digestate)
was estimated from the HTL of the digestate. This biocrude is an energy dense product that can serve
as a liquid fuel and also as a valuable source of platform biochemicals [74]. The low biocrude yield
was not unexpected, since the lipid content of the HTL feedstock is a crucial factor influencing HTL
biocrude yield [75]. The mean lipid content of the HTL feedstock in this study was only 1.6 wt.%.
The HTL insoluble biochar yield was estimated to be 32 wt.% (percentage of kg-biochar/kg-dry
digestate), which is within the range of 1.3–35.0 wt.% (percentage of kg-biochar/kg-dry digestate)
measured for HTL processing of different biomass feedstocks [45]. The soluble solids present in the
post-HTL water constitutes another HTL product stream and was estimated to be relatively high at
38.19 wt.% (percentage of kg-soluble solids/kg-dry digestate) compared to typical values ranging
from 4.6–31.2 wt.% (percentage of kg-soluble solids/kg-dry digestate) of soluble solid yields obtained
from biomass reported in the literature [45]. Due to the typically low concentrations of the soluble
solids in the post-HTL water, it may not be a viable approach to undertake further energy intensive
product recovery steps [76]. The gas yield of 20.27 wt.% (percentage of kg-gas/kg-dry digestate) was
also estimated. This gas product is typically composed of CO2 gas [77,78]. The low concentrations of
soluble solids in the post-HTL water and the typically high concentration of CO2 in the gas product
imply that the post-HTL water and the gas product may not present immediate secondary application
opportunities. However, based on the combined yields of biochar and biocrude of over 40 wt.%
(percentage of kg-useful product/kg-dry digestate), further experimental investigation of the HTL
processing of digestate may be justified as a basis of future work. This is because biochar and biocrude
may constitute valuable products that may provide additional energetic and economic benefits to
the ACD system. This implies that in addition to the utilization of the biocrude product as a liquid
fuel or source of biochemicals, the HTL biochar product may be utilized in soil remediation, carbon
sequestration and as a cheap adsorbent for the removal of impurities such as phenol, heavy metals
and dye from waste water [79].

Applying Equations (12) and (13), the AOSc was determined to be −0.3255 and the HHV of the
energy dense biocrude product was subsequently estimated to be 34 MJ/kg. The calculated HHV
of the biocrude product is within the range expected for the typical biocrude product from the HTL
processing of biomass, which was reported to be in the range from 30 MJ/kg to 38 MJ/kg [80]. Applying
Equations (14)–(20) for different digestate moisture contents (fractional) ranging from 0.999 wt. to
0.5 wt., the NER was determined and is presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Variation of the net energy ratio (NER) of the integrated hydrothermal liquefaction and
anaerobic co-digestion system and the moisture content of the digestate.

Figure 10 shows that the NER negatively correlates with increments in the moisture content
of the digestate, with the fractional moisture content of the digestate necessary for environmental
sustainability being less than 0.733 wt. The result suggests that it may be necessary to incorporate
a compromise between the need to employ a large mass of the buffer solution and the need to achieve
a favorable environmental performance with NER > 1. Additionally, Equation (10) suggests that an
improved waste heat recovery from the integrated system of HTL and the ACD system will also serve
to improve overall environmental performance.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, the anaerobic co-digestion (ACD) of wet hydrolyzed DAF sludge (WHDS)
and stock yard (SY) waste was investigated. It was demonstrated that the anaerobic co-digestion of
WHDS and SY waste always resulted in enhanced biomethane potentials compared to biomethane
potentials obtainable from the anaerobic digestion of the individual WHDS and SY substrates.
This overall improved biomethane yield associated with the co-digestion systems was attributed to the
presence of substrate synergizing effects. It was also shown that the WHDS to SY waste mix ratios of
1:4 on a volatile solids mass basis enhanced biomethane production with a CPI of 1.78. An increase
in the solubilization rate of the macromolecules present in the substrate was insufficient to explain
the synergistic effects, since the high solubilization rate constant did not necessarily translate to an
equally high biomethane yield. Other factors, such as the nutrients balance for enhanced biodiversity
and microbial activity and enhanced dilution of inhibitory compounds, e.g., the residual toxic hexane
in the substrates, were therefore suggested as worthy factors that positively influenced biomethane
yields. Finally, the possibility resource recovery from digestate was also proposed via the coupling of
the one-step HTL process with the ACD system. This study demonstrated that, based on the chemical
composition of the digestate, satisfactory HTL useful product yields were feasible. The preliminary
energetic assessments highlighted the dependence of environmental performance of the integrated
process of HTL and ACD technologies on the moisture content of the digestate. It is therefore inferred
that there might be a trade-off between the mass of high moisture buffer solution introduced for
pH maintenance and the need for a favorable environmental performance. Improved heat recovery
was also identified as an approach that would encourage favorable energetic performance of the
proposed integrated system with opportunities of recovery of useful products of biochar and biocrude
clearly elucidated.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/8/11/2290/
s1, Section S1, Table S1: Gas volumes obtained during the anaerobic co-digestion of the substrate mixtures, Section
S1, Table S2: Variation in the pH of each substrate mixtures during the anaerobic co-digestion process, Section
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S2.1: Calculations for carbon balance, Section S2.2: Explanation for the estimated losses in the mass of carbon in
product streams.
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